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Abstract. How robust is a healthcare system? How does a patient navigate the system and what
is the cost (e.g., number of medical services required or number of times the medical provider had
to be changed to get access to the required medical services) incurred from the first symptoms
to getting cured? How will it fare in the wake to a sudden epidemic or a disaster? How are all
of these affected by administrative decisions such as allocating/diminishing resources in various
areas or centralising services? These are the questions motivating our study on a formal prototype
model for a healthcare system. We propose that a healthcare system can be understood as a
distributed system with independent nodes (healthcare providers) computing according to their
own resources and constraints, with tasks (patient needs) being allocated between the nodes. The
questions about the healthcare system become in this context questions about resource availability
and distribution between the nodes. We construct in this paper an Event-B model capturing the
basic functionality of a simplified healthcare system: patients with different types of medical
needs being allocated to suitable medical providers, and navigating between different providers
for their turn for multi-step treatments.
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1. Introduction

Healthcare systems are highly complex environments involving many different stakeholders (e.g., clin-
icians, patients, administrators) with highly diverse objectives (e.g., driven by medical concerns, need
of effectiveness, need of efficiency, focus on costs or on service availability). Changes in a healthcare
system are almost always driven by economical or administrative constraints and it is highly difficult
to predict their consequences on the overall patient-focused quality of the system. We are interested
in this paper in describing some of this complexity by building a formal model capturing the basic
architecture of a healthcare system: medical providers with specific capabilities, the connections be-
tween them, and the way patients navigate the system to have their medical needs addressed. The
model captures the connections between the users and their first point of contact (primary providers),
and the connections between the providers, from the small local units to the highly-specialized units,
with the aim of capturing the path of a user through the system from general nurse advise to sophis-
ticated treatments by specialist teams. The user is assumed to have registered at the nearest primary
provider. The primary provider addresses all the needs within its expertise. If more medical services
are needed, the primary provider assigns the patient to a secondary provider where the required ser-
vice could be obtained. The same scenario repeats here, with the patient being potentially sent to other
providers as well. Throughout the process the medical situation can be re-evaluated and the medical
services needed for that patient updated. An individual can have multiple needs and a provider can
be connected to many other providers. The architecture of our basic prototype healthcare system is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the architecture of our basic prototype of a healthcare system model
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The model we build in this paper uses the state-based Event-B formalism [1]. Event-B is an exten-
sion of the B-method [2], with elements of Action Systems [3], TLA [4], and UNITY [5], introduced
for modelling and reasoning about systems and software.

The paper is structured as follows. We overview in Section 2 some basics about Event-B. We
present the construction of our model in Section 3. We conclude with a brief discussion in Section 4.
All Event-B models discussed in the paper are available (both in Event-B format and in pdf format) at
http://users.abo.fi/ipetre/health-eventb-model.zip.

2. Preliminaries

Event-B is a formal method focused on the stepwise development of models, building on earlier for-
malisms such as the B-Method [2] and the Action Systems [3]. An Event-B model is usually developed
at different levels of abstraction, but the model in each level contains the initial value of the system
state as well as the allowed changes to the system state. Thus, all the allowed traces of the system
state are specified at each abstraction level and semantics-wise, an Event-B model is a state transition
system viewed at different abstraction levels. For an introduction to Event-B we refer to [1]. We
discuss here briefly a few basic concepts needed in the paper.

There are two types of modules in Event-B, called contexts and machines. A context contains
definitions of constants, carrier sets, as well as axioms about them. A machine contains variables,
invariants and events, and can see one or more contexts. We describe the system state via variables;
the types of variables and other interesting properties that the state of the system must respect are
specified as invariants. The system state changes as described by events; the initial system state is
specified by a special event called Initialisation. An event can have a guard, which is a predicate on
the machine variables and, possibly, on the local variables of the event. When the guard holds, we
say the event is enabled. This means that it can be selected for execution. If two or more events
are enabled at the same time, then only one is non-deterministically chosen and executed. Besides a
guard, an event also has actions, which are assignments to various variables. If the event is chosen
and executed, then its corresponding actions are executed and consequently the variables assigned to
in the actions are updating their values; the rest of the state variables are kept unchanged. When no
more events are enabled, we say the machine has deadlocked.

Event-B is centred around the notion of refinement, see [1]. A model (typically consisting of a
machine and potentially a context) can be developed at different levels of abstraction. In the initial
(and simplest) abstraction level, a model can be very basic and only encompass the elementary features
of the system to model. Properties that we want the system to respect can be formulated already at
this level, e.g., as invariants, and proved to hold. New features can be gradually added to a model, so
that the traces of the more abstract model’s state are still valid in the more concrete model’s state and
the new features still respect the properties specified for the more abstract model. In this case, we say
that the more concrete model refines the more abstract model. The new features can, for instance, be
modeled with new variables, and new events can be specified to model the allowed changes of these
new variables. The old events can also be modified to include changes of new variables, but so that the
traces of the old variables in the more concrete model are their traces in the more abstract model. This
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type of refinement is called superposition refinement. Other types of refinement also exist, for instance
data refinement, where some variables in the more abstract machine are replaced by other variables in
the refined machine; in this case, a so-called gluing invariant is specified, that describes the relation
between the old and the new variables. All the occurrences of the old variables are replaced in events
in the refined machine by the new variables; the only place where the old variables still appear is in
the gluing invariant. The refinement relation, denoted v, is asymmetric and transitive. Examples of
refinement-based modeling in Event-B are numerous. For instance, refinement in Event-B was used to
model protocols for file transfer and bounded retransmission, to model control systems, concurrency,
electronic circuits, network synchronisation, leader election algorithms, etc [1]. Refinement models
have also been developed for smart cash card systems [6], vehicle platoons [7], topology discovery in
graphs [8], self-recovery in sensor-actor networks [9], spacecraft systems [10], coordination in peer-
to-peer networks [11], smart grid recoverability [12], proactive routing in wireless networks [13], etc.

Event-B is constructed on top of set theory and logic, and every model has to verify various rules,
called proof obligations. For instance, when we specify some properties as invariants, we have to prove
that the initialisation of the variables establishes the invariants and that the invariants hold before and
after the execution of any event. More proof obligations need to be discharged when we refine models.

Event-B is supported by an Eclipse-based software package called the Rodin platform [14]. The
Rodin platform allows one to edit the models and it generates all the required proof obligations. Im-
portantly, the Rodin platform uses several prover engines such as those from AtelierB, namely PP
(Predicate Prover) and ML (the Mono Lemma prover), in addition to the implicit NewPP prover, pre-
installed in Rodin, see [14]. Based on these provers, Rodin discharges automatically all the proof
obligations that it can, using a mix of various deduction rules, proof rewriting techniques, resolution
methods, arithmetic, etc. [15]. The proof obligations not discharged can be discharged interactively
by the modeler. Often, the fact that a proof cannot be automatically discharged signals a problem-
atic modeling aspect and the modeler is prompted to reconsider the model first. This interleaving of
modeling and proving is a key feature of working with the Rodin platform and is quite similar to the
compilation of programs [14].

3. Building the Event-B model

We developed the model in two steps, connected through model refinement. In the first step we
introduced all the basic ingredients: individuals, diseases, providers, medical services, patients. We
also formulated all the basic actions modelling the medical services being administered to the patients
at various providers: being registered into the system, getting a service, getting the treatment plan
updated, switching providers, exiting the system. In the second step we introduced a notion of capacity
of a provider and modified the model to make sure that no providers is loaded beyond its capacity.

3.1. Model M0: users, medical needs, healthcare providers

Our basic model M0 is concerned with defining the main elements of our healthcare system prototype,
summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1. The main elements of the model, defined as “Axioms” in the Event-B language

AXIOMS
axm1: Individuals 6= ∅
axm2: Providers 6= ∅
axm3: Diseases 6= ∅
axm4: Services 6= ∅
axm5: partition(Exit, {Cured}, {NotCured})
axm6: Provider2Service ⊆ Providers× Services
axm7: Disease2Service ⊆ Diseases× Services
axm8: Provider2Provider ⊆ Providers× Providers
axm9: Individual2PrimaryProvider ∈ Individuals→ Providers
axm10: InitialSick ⊆ Individuals× Diseases
axm11: Provider2Service 6= ∅
axm12: Disease2Service 6= ∅
axm13: Provider2Provider 6= ∅
axm14: Individual2PrimaryProvider 6= ∅
axm15: InitialSick 6= ∅

• Individuals which may have various diseases and healthcare providers that are able to admit
and treat patients, offering different types of services. In context C0 of M0 we define four sets
denoting our base types in this model: Individuals, Providers, Diseases, and Services. All these
sets are non-empty and finite.

• The initial set of medical problems to be addressed is defined through the constant InitialSick ⊆
Individuals × Diseases. The dynamic occurrence of new medical problems is left outside this
basic model.

• Each individual has a primary service provider (e.g., a family doctor or some local clinic), that
she will contact first and will get allocated to whenever she has a medical need. This is modelled
in M0 through constant Individual2PrimaryProvider : Individuals→ Providers.

• Each healthcare provider has a list of specific services that they can offer within their expertise.
This is modelled in M0 through constant Provider2Service ⊆ Providers× Services.

• Each disease is associated with some services that may be used to address it. This is modelled
in M0 through constant Disease2Service ⊆ Diseases× Services.

• If the current service provider can address some of the user’s needs, then the patient will get
service. If not, the provider will allocate her to a suitable provider that can address her needs;
the relationship between user providers is important here. This is modelled in M0 through
constant Provider2Provider ⊆ Providers× Providers. We only model it as a simple relation on
the set of providers, that may include (albeit not explicitly in this model) considerations of the
distance between providers, public/private character of the provider, etc.
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The current provider (for all individuals) is defined in machine M0 through the variable cur-
rent provider ⊆ Individuals × Diseases × Providers, indicating the provider currently treating a
specific individual for a specific disease. The same individual may have different providers for differ-
ent diseases. The treatment currently assigned for this individual and disease is recorded through the
set of medical services currently anticipated to be performed in the future and modelled as a variable
treatments ⊆ Individuals×Diseases×P(Services). The whole record of all patients, diseases, services
they received and providers they visited is modelled as a variable patients ⊆ Individuals×Diseases×
Providers × P(Services). A patient may be removed from the system with an outcome ‘Cured’ or
‘Not cured’ and this is modelled through a variable outcome ⊆ Individuals× Diseases× Exit, where
the set Exit only contains two values, modelling the two possible outcomes. The set of individu-
als that have a disease but have not yet been registered into the system is modelled as a variable
sick not yet reg ⊆ Individuals× Diseases.

With these definitions we can also introduce two functions NumProviders and NumServices giving
the number of providers that an individual had to visit for a given disease and the number of services
she received for it. These are some basic measures of cost for a given patient and disease in the given
model. All these variables are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2. The types of the variables are fixed through ‘Invariants’ in Event-B

INVARIANTS
inv1: current provider ⊆ Individuals× Diseases× Providers
inv2: treatments ⊆ Individuals× Diseases× P (Services)
inv3: patients ⊆ Individuals× Diseases× Providers× P (Services)
inv5: outcome ⊆ Individuals× Diseases× Exit
inv4: sick not yet reg ⊆ Individuals× Diseases
inv6: NumProviders ⊆ Individuals× Diseases× N
inv7: NumServices ⊆ Individuals× Diseases× N

The functionality illustrated in Figure 1 is implemented in our model through several ‘events’:
Register Sick, Change Provider, Evaluation, Exit Cured, and Exit Not Cured. Each of these events
carries its set of guards, i.e. logical conditions that must be satisfied for the event to be enabled, and
a set of actions that are executed when the event is triggered. This approach forces the modeller to
be explicit about her assumption and opens the door to the possibility of formulating global logical
conditions that must be satisfied by the model. Rodin even offers the possibility of automatically
proving such invariants, thus helping to demonstrate the soundness of the model. We discuss this in
some details in the following.

The registration of an individual at her primary provider is modelled through the event Register Sick
shown in Table 3. The guards of this event specify that the individual i has a disease d and not yet reg-
istered. This is checked by looking up the pair individual-disease (i, d) in the sick-not-yet-registered
set (grd3), and by checking that the pair is not yet in the registry of current treatments and providers
(grd6 and grd7). In this case the registration can proceed and it updates accordingly the treatments and
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providers registries. It initialises the number of providers for (i, d) to 1, and the number of services
received to 0 (no medical service has been received yet).

Table 3. The Event-B implementation of a patient being registered at her primary provider

Event Register Sick 〈 ordinary 〉 =̂
any

i
d
s
u

where
grd1: i ∈ Individualstrue
grd2: d ∈ Diseasestrue
grd3: i 7→ d ∈ sick not yet regtrue
grd4: u ∈ Providerstrue
grd5: u = Individual2PrimaryProvider(i)true
grd6: s ⊆ Disease2Service[{d}]true
grd7: i 7→ d 6∈ dom(treatments)true
grd8: i 7→ d 6∈ dom(current provider)true

then
act1: patients := patients C− {i 7→ d 7→ u 7→ s}true
act2: treatments := treatments C− {i 7→ d 7→ s}true
act3: current provider(i 7→ d) := utrue
act4: sick not yet reg := sick not yet reg \ {i 7→ d}true
act5: NumProviders := NumProviders C− {i 7→ d 7→ 1}true
act6: NumServices := NumServices C− {i 7→ d 7→ 0}true

end

Receiving a medical service is modelled through the event Perform Service shown in Table 4.
The guards of this event specify in all details the types of all the variables used in the implementation,
and its action simply updates the treatment registry (showing one less service still to be received), the
patient registry (recording the service that has been offered), and the number of services received by
the patient for this disease.

In case none of the currently prescribed services are available at the current provider, the model
includes the possibility of changing the provider to one who can offer some. This is implemented
through the Event-B model Change Provider shown in Table 5. The guards are indeed checking
that no required medical service is available at the current provider (grd10) while there is a provider
connected to the current one that has relevant services to offer (grd11). The event updates the registries
of current provider and patients, and it increases by one the number of providers seen by the patient
for this disease.
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Table 4. The Event-B implementation of a patient receiving a medical service

Event Perform Service 〈 ordinary 〉 =̂
any

i
d
p
s
s1
s2
n

where
grd1: i ∈ Individualstrue
grd2: d ∈ Diseasestrue
grd3: p ∈ Providerstrue
grd4: s ⊆ Disease2Service[{d}]true
grd5: s1 ∈ Disease2Service[{d}]true
grd6: s2 ⊆ Disease2Service[{d}]true
grd7: i 7→ d 7→ p 7→ s ∈ patientstrue
grd8: s1 ∈ strue
grd9: s1 ∈ Provider2Service[{p}]true
grd10: s2 = s \ {s1}true
grd16: n ∈ Ntrue
grd17: i 7→ d 7→ n ∈ NumServicestrue
grd18: i 7→ d 7→ s ∈ treatmentstrue
grd19: i 7→ d 7→ p ∈ current providertrue

then
act1: treatments := treatments C− {i 7→ d 7→ s2}true
act2: patients := patients ∪ {i 7→ d 7→ p 7→ {s1}}true
act3: NumServices := NumServices C− {i 7→ d 7→ n + 1}true

end

We skip here the discussion of the remaining three events Evaluation, Exit Cured and Exit Not -
Cured, as their semantic is clear from the code. All events are available at http://users.abo.fi/
ipetre/health-eventb-model.zip.

To make sure that the model is sound, we also introduced a number of additional invariants listed
in Table 6. They formulate the following conditions:

• An individual is only registered for a disease at a single current provider;

• An individual is only registered with a single treatment plan for a disease;
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Table 5. The Event-B implementation of changing the medical provider

Event Change Provider 〈 ordinary 〉 =̂
any

i
d
p
q
s
n

where
grd1: i ∈ Individualstrue
grd2: d ∈ Diseasestrue
grd3: p ∈ Providerstrue
grd4: q ∈ Providerstrue
grd6: s ⊆ Disease2Service[{d}]true
grd7: p 6= qtrue
grd8: p 7→ q ∈ Provider2Providertrue
grd9: i 7→ d 7→ p 7→ s ∈ patientstrue
grd10: s ∩ Provider2Service[{p}] = ∅true
grd11: s ∩ Provider2Service[{q}] 6= ∅true
grd12: n ∈ Ntrue
grd13: i 7→ d 7→ n ∈ NumProviderstrue
grd14: i 7→ d 7→ p ∈ current providertrue
grd15: i 7→ d 7→ s ∈ treatmentstrue

then
act1: current provider := current provider C− {i 7→ d 7→ q}true
act2: patients := patients ∪ {i 7→ d 7→ q 7→ s}true
act3: NumProviders := NumProviders C− {i 7→ d 7→ n + 1}true

end

• If an individual is registered with a disease, then she is assigned with a medical provider;

• The number of (visited) providers is a variable depending on the individual and the disease;

• The number of (received) services is a variable depending on the individual and the disease.

Remarkably, Rodin offered computational support to prove these invariants, most of them being ap-
proved automatically without the modeller’s intervention. This indicates that the model was soundly
written with respect to its intended functionality.
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Table 6. Invariants proving the soundness of the model

INVARIANTS
inv8: ∀ i, d, p, q·((i 7→ d 7→ p) ∈ current provider ∧ (i 7→ d 7→ q) ∈ current provider⇒ p = q)
inv9:

∀ i, d, s1, s2·(i ∈ Individuals ∧ d ∈ Diseases ∧ s1 ⊆ Services ∧ s2 ⊆ Services ∧
i 7→ d 7→ s1 ∈ treatments ∧ i 7→ d 7→ s2 ∈ treatments⇒ s1 = s2)

inv10: ∀ i, d, j, k, p·((i 7→ d) ∈ sick not yet reg ∧ (j 7→ k 7→ p) ∈ current provider⇒ (i 6= j ∨ d 6= k))
inv11: ∀ i, d, p·((i 7→ d 7→ p) ∈ current provider⇒ (∃ s·s ⊆ Services ∧ (i 7→ d 7→ s) ∈ treatments))
inv12: ∀ i, d,m, n·((i 7→ d 7→ m) ∈ NumProviders ∧ (i 7→ d 7→ n) ∈ NumProviders⇒ m = n)
inv13: ∀ i, d,m, n·((i 7→ d 7→ m) ∈ NumServices ∧ (i 7→ d 7→ n) ∈ NumServices⇒ m = n)

3.2. Model M1: providers have limited capacity

We introduce now the feature of each provider having a maximum capacity in terms of the maximum
number of services they can have on their current provider list at any moment. We introduce this
through a refinement of our basic model and we use Event-B to prove that the level of occupancy
never exceeds the capacity.

Through the refinement all constants and events defined in M0 are available also in machine M1.
We only add in M1 a new (constant) function Capacity defined as Capacity ∈ Providers → N rep-
resenting the maximum service capacity of each provider, that cannot be exceeded when taking new
patients or updating the current patients services.

To indicate that the a provider can not commit to more services than its capacity we introduce
several modifications in the events of M1.

The event Register Sick gets a new guard Occupancy(q) + card(s)) ≤ Capacity(q) and a new
action Occupancy(q) := Occupancy(q) + card(s), where q id the primary provider of the individual
being considered for registration.

The event Perform Service receives a new action Occupancy(p) := Occupancy(p) − 1, showing
that a service has been performed at the current provider q and so its occupancy is one less than before.

The event Change Provider gets a new guard ensuring that the new provider q has enough service
capability to take the patient: Occupancy(q) + card(s)) ≤ Capacity(q). It also gets two new actions
Occupancy(q) := Occupancy(q)+card(s)) and Occupancy(p) := Occupancy(p)−card(s)), showing
that provider q committed to new services, while the current provider p has less occupancy.

The event Evaluation gets a new guard Occupancy(p)−card(s)+card(s1) ≤ Capacity(p) ensuring
that the intended change in treatment can be committed to by the current provider. It also gets a new
action Occupancy(p) := Occupancy(p)− card(s) + card(s1).

Finally, the event Exit Not Cured gets a new action Occupancy(p) := Occupancy(p) − card(s)
reflecting that the set s of services is not longer committed to this provider.

Our modelling of M1 satisfies the invariant that the occupancy of all providers is always at most
their capacity. We proved this result using the built-in theorem proving capability of Rodin. In fact,
the invariant was automatically proved by Rodin without our intervention, thus showing the soundness
of the model.
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The model M1 is available at http://users.abo.fi/ipetre/health-eventb-model.zip.

3.3. Model Statistics

The ratio of automatically discharged proofs to interactively proved ones is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The auto-to-manual proof ratio.

As is typical for Event-B developments, the automatic proofs were very useful, as were the cases
when no automatic proof was generated. We have discovered in this way several shortcomings or
incompleteness of previous versions of the model. The proofs non-automatically discharged for the
final version of the model deal with well-definedness issues and ensurance of invariants, and were
rather straightforward to discharge manually. The difficult step was in finding the best structures
for modeling the different concepts; we found these structures in a (rather typical) feedback loop of
modeling and proving.

4. Discussion

We constructed in this paper a prototype formal model of a healthcare system consisting of multiple
health service providers and patients with various types of medical needs. We built an Event-B model
for such a system, focusing on the dynamics of how a patient navigates the system between various
health service providers. The model includes some of the important basic aspects of a healthcare
system such as interactions between users and providers, and between providers themselves, map-
ping a user to a provider, navigation of a user between healthcare providers, and occupancy levels of
providers. We see this as a proof-of-concept prototype model demonstrating that some of the com-
plexity of a healthcare system may be captured with an Event-B model. The model can also be seen
as a domain-specific distributed scheduling system, and thus of general interest in a wider range of
applications.

Other aspects of healthcare systems were also described through formal methods. For example, the
interactions between healthcare agencies at the local, state, and federal levels has been done in [16],
with a focus on the flow of information between these agencies. Demonstrating the correctness or the
safety of medical protocols has been done with the help of formal specifications [17], model checking
[18], process definition languages [19], and business process modelling notations [20]. Our model
adds to the literature the patient experience throughout her navigation between healthcare providers.

Many details of a typical healthcare system are to be added in a further version of our model,
including a continuous inflow of patients, different frequencies of people getting sick, more detailed
costs of treatment per patient and per system (including cost of the access to a provider, such as
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transportation). We may also model a strategy for changing providers, such as choosing one that
maximises the services being offered, or minimises the cost of changing providers. We also consider
introducing types of diseases categorised on levels of complexity. All these details may be added
directly on the basic models we built in this paper. Having them opens up the possibility of formally
investigating notions of robustness of the system, such as the waiting times being upper bounded by
an a-priori defined constant. Of high interest will also be to test the dynamics of the system in the
case of various extreme scenarios such as epidemics/pandemics or natural disasters, modelled through
a spike in the inflow of patients with a certain type of needs or in certain locations. A more detailed
version of our model may also allow to prove that certain temporary modifications in the system (such
as changes in the capacity of some providers, or adding services to others) may keep the system robust
even when in such extreme scenarios. We plan to return to these aspects in a separate study.
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